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hi this is avasam i love them i have a couple on my ipod and my digital camera and a couple of portable but i like the big ones. there is a lot of good info in here. this shows that you do know your stuff. i think that from personal experience an epson 2200b makes a very good home movie projector. a good friend of mine has one and it is the best
you can get. only problem is it is not designed to be used in dark rooms, so you have to project the image to a mirror or a lightbox to see it in a dark room. but i could be wrong. i saw a clockwork orange and scorcese's 1979 movie "the last waltz" a week ago. the first one was shocking and the second one is one of the most beautiful movies i've
seen in my life. they both have their differences in genre, but the thing that caught my attention was the movie's soundtracks. the first one was mostly rockabilly music, but it was so sad. anyway, the songs that were used in the movie were so perfect and they were connected to the moods that i felt when i was watching the movie. scorcese's
movie was about a big band that was playing their last concert, which reminded me of the classic american musicals, so that's why i chose that movie. now, if you make your own soundtracks based on the environments that you see in the movie, you'll make a perfect movie. awesome film site - i'm always impressed with your work. i've just

started to get into organising film into genres (a la your suggestions of documentary, non-fiction, drama, comedy) and your site is often a reference. i've had a great time reading your suggestions so far.
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